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1. Introduction

At least since the publication of Alfred Chandler's Strategy and Structure
(Chandler, 1962), students of business policy and organizations have argued,
largely on inductive and experiential grounds, that a firm's strategy, its structure, and its managerial processes have to 'fit' with one another. They have also
accentuated the difficulties in achieving fit and, especially, the problems of
changing an organization's design and processes to fit new environments or
strategies. More recently, many elements of business strategy, structure, and
process have come within the purview of economic research, and important
advances have been made in understanding these using economic theory.
Industrial organization economics (both pre- and post-game theoretic) has
provided a logical foundation and method for studying market strategy, while
transaction cost economics, the economics of information, and incentive
and contract theories have elucidated issues of organizational structure and
managerial processes. Yet, despite these advances in the study of strategy and
structure, we do not seem to have made much headway on understanding the
relations between them, or even in making formal sense of the intuitive notion
of fit.
Our purpose in this essay is to suggest that the ideas of complementarity and
supermodularity in optimization and games may be quite useful in this regard.
As we show, these ideas give substance to previously elusive notions such as 'fit'
or 'systems effects', provide some basis for interpreting claims such as the need
for strategy and structure to fit one another, give an approach to modeling such
issues formally, clarify some ambiguities and enrich our understanding concerning directions of causation, and also suggest reasons why fit may be hard to
achieve and change may be slow, painful, and uncertain.
To show how these methods and ideas apply, we will use them to analyze two
complicated and quite different manufacturing systems. The first is a formal
model that captures many of the elements of the shift from mass production to
'modern', 'lean', or 'flexible' manufacturing, a new paradigm that various
authors have described (see, e.g., Milgrom and Roberts, 1990; Womack, Jones,
and Roos, 1990). Our treatment of this model, which builds on that in Milgrom
and Roberts (1990), illustrates the ways these formal methods can be used to
draw rigorous conclusions about situations that previously might have seemed
completely intractable because they involve many choice variables and
important nonconvexities. Using the mathematics of complementarity, we are
able to obtain clear comparative statics conclusions that enable us to interpret
observed changes in the strategies and structures of manufacturing firms as
optimizing responses to environmental changes. Second, we apply these same
ideas to analyze a case study of a manufacturing firm, the Lincoln Electric
Company. The case discussion shows how these ideas can be used informally
but still rigorously to structure one's thinking about complex strategic and
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organizational phenomena. As a prelude to these analyses, however, we first
need to develop briefly the main mathematical ideas.

2. Complementarity
The notion of complementarity we use is due to Edgeworth: activities are
Edgeworth complements if doing (more of) any one of them increases the returns
to doing (more of) the others. In the differentiable framework that Edgeworth
employed, this idea corresponds to positive mixed-partial derivatives of some
payoff function: the marginal returns to one variable are increasing in the levels
of the other variables. However, for many of the problems one wants to address,
it is unnatural or extremely restrictive to assume even divisibility of choice
variables, let alone smoothness of objective functions. Fortunately, however,
those conditions are also unnecessary.
Looking at the definition above, we see that Edgeworth complementarity is
a matter of order - 'doing more of one thing increases the returns to doing more
of another'. Moreover, the comparisons and predictions that we typically seek in
economic analysis are also a matter of order - we seek to show that a higher
level of an exogenous variable leads to higher (or lower) levels of the endogenous
variables. The importance of order leads us to focus our formal theorizing on
choices from sets of objects that are (partially) ordered. This is the subject of
a branch of mathematics known as lattice theory, and much of what we report
here carries over to general lattices. To avoid unfamiliar concepts, however, we
largely limit attention in this essay to the Euclidean lattice ~N and its subsets.
Even on I/~N, letting the language and concepts of lattice theory shape and direct
the analysis leads both to changes in emphasis and to important new content.
Lattice theory spotlights complementarities, casts returns to scale in a supporting role as one special but important source of complementarities, relegates less
important ideas (like smoothness) to minor supporting roles, and shows that
there is no important role at all for conditions like concavity which have often
been featured players in neoclassical economic models.
Formally, a lattice (X, >_) is a set X with a partial order > with the property
that for any x and y in X, X also contains a smallest element under the order
that is larger than both x and y and a largest element that is smaller than both.
We write x v y (read 'x join y') to denote the smallest element larger than x and y,
and x ^ y (read 'x meet y') to denote the largest element smaller than x and y.
The real numbers with the usual (total) order thus is a lattice, and any subset of
the real line is also a lattice. (In fact, since each such set is totally ordered, it is
a chain.) For the Euclidean space R N together with the component-wise order, the
meet and join operations are given by x ^ y = (min {x l, Yl} . . . . . rain {xN, YN})
and x v y = (max{x~, Yl} . . . . . max{xN, YN}), as in Fig. I. Another example is
provided by the set of subsets of some set, with set inclusion defining the partial
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Fig. 1. The sets S, {x, y, x A y, X v y}, {X ^ y, X V y}, and the four singletons are all sublattices
of ~2.

order. In this context, x A y is simply the intersection of the sets x and y, and

x v y is their union. This example is handy in helping recall the meaning of
A and v in terms of intersection and union, and it also indicates that lattices
can be fairly complex entities.
Given a lattice (X, _> ), a sublattice is a subset S of X that is closed under the
operations of meet and join as defined in terms of the original order > on X.
For example, any subset of the real line with the usual order is a sublattice.
A subset of ~2 (with the component-wise order) gives a sublattice if and only if
its boundaries involve no 'downward-sloping' portions. Thus, the set S in Fig. 1
is a sublattice of ~2, as are each of the sets {x,y, x A y , x v y } , {y, x A y , x v y } ,
{x, x A y, x v y } , {xA y, x v y } , {X, x v y } , { y, x v y } , {X, XA y}, { y, x A y}, and the
four singleton sets. In contrast, {x, y, x v y}, {x,y, x ^ y}, and {x, y} are not
sublattices. More generally, for Euclidean spaces, the two-dimensional sublattices play an especially important role: Topkis (1976) showed that every sublattice
of N N can be expressed as by a collection of N(N - 1)/2 restrictions of the form
(xi, x j)~ S u, where each S u is a sublattice of N 2.
The reason for being interested in sublattices is that constraining a choice x to
lie in a sublattice expresses a kind of technical complementarity: it says that
increasing the value of some variables never prevents one from increasing the
others as well (although it may actually require increasing some), and similarly
that decreasing some variables never prevents decreasing others. For example,
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Table 1

Low x
High x

Low y

High y

5
3

4
4 + 0

a sublattice constraint in ~ s could be used to model the idea that investing in
more flexible equipment and a more broadly trained factory work force never
prevents a firm from widening its product line, and may be a necessary prerequisite for such a change.
The second element of complementarity is expressed not through the constraints but through the objective function. Given a real-valued function f on
a lattice X, we say that f is supermodular and its arguments are (Edgeworth)
complements if and only if for any x and y in X,
f (x) - f (x A y) < f (x v y) - f ( y).

In the 1~2 example, this says that the change i n f g o i n g from the coordinate-wise
minimum, x A y, to X (or y) is less than that associated with the 'parallel' move
from y (or x) to the maximum, x v y (see Fig. 1 again): Raising one of the
variables increases the return to raising the other. Note that complementarity is
symmetric: If doing more of activity a raises the value of increases in activity b,
then increasing b also raises the value of increasing a.
Any function of a single real variable is trivially supermodular. I f f is twice
continuously differentiable, the defining condition is equivalent to nonnegative
mixed-partial derivatives: The marginal returns to increasing any one argument
are increasing in the level of any other argument. Thus the Cobb-Douglas
function ax'y ~ is supermodular on ~2+ if a~fl >_ O. If g: ~ ~ R is convex, then
g(x + y) is supermodular, while if g is concave, then g(x - y) is supermodular in
x and y. The sum of supermodular functions is supermodular, as is the product
of nonnegative, nondecreasing supermodular functions. If g is increasing and
convex and i f f is supermodular and increasing (or decreasing) in all its arguments, then h ( x ) = g(f(x)) is supermodular. I f f ( x , y ) is supermodular, so is
h(y) = m a x x ~ x f ( x , y). An example to which we will return later is the function
given in Table 1. It is supermodular if 0 >__ - 2.
The theories of optimization of supermodular functions and of noncooperative games in which the payoff functions are supermodular originated in
the 1960s in the unpublished work of Donald Topkis and Arthur Veinott. The
first published results are those of Topkis (1978, 1979). Extensions of the theories
and applications in economics and management have proliferated recently:
See, for example, Bagwell and Ramey (1994), Gates, Milgrom, and Roberts
(1994), Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994), Meyer, Milgrom, and Roberts (1992),
Meyer and Mookherjee 0987), Milgrom, Qian, and Roberts (1991), Milgrom
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and Roberts (1988, 1990, 1990a, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1994a, 1994b), Milgrom and
Shannon (1992), Shannon (1990, 1992), Topkis (1987, 1994), and Vives (1990).
A brief, very informal survey of some of the key properties and results will
suggest some of the reasons for this interest.1
First, supermodularity provides a way to formalize the intuitive idea of
synergies and systems effects - the idea that 'the whole is more than the sum of
its parts'. T o see this in a simple context, let x and y be any two points in R n with
x strictly larger than y. Supermodularity is mathematically equivalent to the
statement that for every such x and y, the gains from increasing every component from Yi to x~ is more than the sum of the gains from the individual
increases:
.L
f ( x ) - - f ( y ) > ~ [ f ( x i , Y-i) --f(Y)].
i=1

Moreover, the implications of supermodularity described below do not depend
on the usual kinds of specialized assumptions that economists make for reasons
of tractability but that seem so implausible in the business strategy context. For
example, we do not need any divisibility or concavity assumptions, so increasing
returns are easily encompassed. Indeed, the existence of strong and widespread
complementarities among sufficiently many choices will itself imply that the
objective cannot be concave. Further, choices might be over such 'messy' things
as business strategies and organizational policies, provided we can order each of
them in some useful way. In this context, it is worth noting that when there are
only two options for each choice variable, then assigning such an ordering is
often easy. Moreover, the possibility of assigning the reverse of the 'natural'
order to some variables (essentially, of looking instead at their inverses) is very
helpful in this regard. For example, in a two-variable problem where the
variables are substitutes because the mixed partial derivative is negative, reversing the ordering on one variable reverses the sign of the mixed derivative to yield
a system of complements. This trick, used by Vives (1990) in the context of
Cournot duopoly, will work whenever one variable is a substitute for all the
others.
Second, if x and y maximize a s u p e r m o d u l a r f on a sublattice S, then so do
x ^ y and x v y. Thus, the maximizers have a nice pattern and structure: If there
is not a unique maximizer, either the maximizers are strictly ordered (with all
choices being low in one solution and all being high in another), or else for any
unordered pair of maximizers there are other maximizers that are strictly greater
and strictly less than both the given ones.

i We provide proofs only for those results that have not been shown elsewhere.Interested readers
should consult the referenceslisted in this paragraph for the missing details.
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Third, a decision m a k e r attempting to verify whether a particular choice
x maximizes a s u p e r m o d u l a r function on a sublattice S can restrict the search for
improvements to just those points that are strictly higher or strictly lower than
x. If none of these points has a higher payoff, then no point does. Further,
optimizing over just this limited d o m a i n of alternatives is assured even in the
worst case of getting at least half the gains that are potentially attainable from
an unrestricted opti'nization. 2 (If x is not optimal, this worst case arises only
when the complementarities are zero, and even then generally it requires an
unlucky choice of the starting point.) The ability to restrict search to only 2 out
of 2" orthants with a less than 50% loss in performance could be important in
problems with large numbers of choice variables n, for which finding the actual
m a x i m u m m a y be too d e m a n d i n g of informational and c o m p u t a t i o n a l resources.
Fourth, if the d o m a i n of a s u p e r m o d u l a r function f ( x , O) is a sublattice
consisting of vectors of choice variables x and vectors of parameters 0, then the
comparative statics on the maximizers are unambiguous: (some selection from)
the maximizers x*(O) will be m o n o t o n e nondecreasing in the parameters 0. F o r
example, in the 2 x 2 example in the box above, if 0 increases from 0 to 2, the
optimizer rises from 'low' on both variables to 'high'. M o r e generally, the choice
variables tend to move up or d o w n together in a systematic, coherent fashion in
response to environmental changes, and a change that favors increasing any one
variable leads to increases in all the variables. 3 In cross-sectional statistical
studies where the various parameters are independently distributed, any two
e n d o g e n o u s variables xi(O) and xj(O) will be positively correlated. 4
Moreover, supermodularity is not merely sufficient for such m o n o t o n e comparative statics results, it is also necessary if the m o n o t o n i c i t y conclusion is to be
preserved when one includes additional terms in the objective. Such terms might
represent effects and features that are not included in the basic model but which
might still be present in actual situations to which the model might be applied.
Clearly, we want c o m p a r a t i v e statics conclusions that remain valid when these
effects are recognized. As an example of a robustness restriction, if the

2Proof'. Let x* be an optimum off and let v be the maximum off( yl subject to y _>x or y _<x. Since
x^x*<xandxvx*_>x, 2[v-f(x)]>_[f(x^x*j-f(x)] + [f{xvx*)-f(x)]~f{x*)-.ftx},
where the last inequality is a rearrangement of the definition of supermodularity.
3When the parameter 0 is multidimensional, supermodularity off is actually stronger than is needed
for comparative statics. It is enough that f is supermodular in x and each of the components of
0 individually; we do not need to control interactions among the components of the parameter to
conclude that if the parameter increases, so does the optimizing value of x.
4More strongly, the whole vector of endogenous variables will satisfy the statistical criterion known
as association. This latter condition also has the advantage of being well defined even when x does
not take values in RN.
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monotonicity of x*(O) is to obtain for all objectives derived from f by the
addition of concave quadratic functions of the individual xi's, then f must be
supermodular. Thus, constructing models whose comparative statics are not
sensitively dependent on a detailed specification of all the additive terms in the
profit function essentially requires assuming that the objective is supermodular.
Fifth, if the payoff can be written as f ( x l . . . . . xn) + ~,gi(xi, yi) for some
n disjoint sets of variables yi and iffis supermodular, then so too is the function
T(xl . . . . . x,) = supr f ( x l . . . . . Xn) + ~gi(xi, yi) obtained by maximizing out the
y~ variables. Note that while each y~ is allowed to interact with only one of the
components of x, there are no restrictions in this formulation on the nature of
the variables y~ - they need not be vectors or numbers or ordered variables. This
result allows the theory to be extended to situations where the overall objective
function is not supermodular, perhaps because some of the choice variables are
substitutes for one another. So long as the firm's objective can be divided up
a m o n g a set of complementary effects that extend across subunits through
the strategic choice variables x and other effects that enter only through the
local variables y, the conclusions about complementary choices and their comparative statics are unaffected.
Combining these last two observations suggests that a firm adapting to
environmental change will be most likely to find profitable new activities in
areas that are complementary to the newly increased activities. For example,
suppose the yi variables are nonnegative real numbers and that y~ = 0 at the
initial optimum before the parameter change that increases the optimal value of
x ~. Then, at the new optimum after the parameter change, y~ is still zero if
~gi/Oxi~y i <_ 0, s but yi can be positive if the reverse inequality holds. Even if the
initial position was not an optimum, if the chosen level of x i increases and the
cross-partial with yi is positive, then increasing yi is now more attractive. Thus,
the search for complementary new activities can help direct the activities of
boundedly rational firms in a changing environment.
Sixth, the expected value of a supermodular function in which the choice
variables are perturbed by r a n d o m errors is higher when the perturbations are
the same than when they are independent random variables. That is, if el, ..., en
are independent and identically distributed, then E [ f ( x s + el . . . . . xn + e~)]
< E l f ( x 1 + e l .... , x . + e l ) ] . In this mathematical sense, when complementarities are present, 'fit' is important, that is, even mistaken variations from
a plan are less costly when they are coordinated than when they are made
independently.

5This holds because the objective function with x and - Yl as arguments is supermodular, so the
optimal value of Yi is a nonincreasing function of x. This is an instance of the 'sign reversal'
re-ordering trick.
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Seventh, an upward or downward movement of a whole system of complementary variables, once begun, tends to continue. This applies equally to the
emergence and growth and to the decline and collapse of systems of complements. As one formalization of this idea, suppose that for each date t, x,
maximizes f ( x , , xt-1) subject to xt ~S, where xt-1 is fixed by history. If f is
supermodular, S is a sublattice, and xt > x,_ 1 for some date t, then the conclusion is that xt < xt+ 1 < "". Similarly, if the values of x ever decrease, they
will continue to do so ever after (until disturbed by some shock). The same
implications remain true when the choices after some date t are made nonmyopically to maximize ~s_> tas ~f(x,, x~_ 1) starting from any x,_ 1.
M a n y of the popular growth models based on returns to scale can be fit into
the foregoing framework, because returns to scale in those models is equivalent
to complementarity of choices at different points in time. For example, suppose
the payoff earned by a decision maker in period t is a convex function of the
stock of capital at that time, which in turn depends on periodic investments. For
example, the net benefit might be B ( ~ <_tpt-Sl~)- C(I,), where B is convex.
Then this objective is supermodular in the investment levels It: returns to
scale in this sense imply that complementarity a m o n g investments at different
points in time. Similarly, suppose the net capital stock at any date is
Kt = ptKo + ~ < t p t - ~ l ~ and the net benefit at any date is ptK, - ltC,(lt/Kt 1)
where each Ct is increasing and convex and Ko > 0. The functions Ct describe
the average cost of investment; its argument is the rate of expansion of the
capital stock. Then, investments at different points in time are mutually complementary, so higher early investments increase the pace of later investments.
The benefits of nonmyopic investment planning in such models are much the
same as the benefits from coordination in any other situation with extensive
complementarities.
Eighth, a global form of the LeChatelier principle holds when the objective
function is supermodular. Let the objective be.f(xl ..... x., 0), let x*(O) denote
the optimizing value of x as a function of 0, and let x*(O;S) denote the
optimizing values of x when the components xi, i eS, of the x vector are
constrained to be held fixed. Consider an increase in 0 from 0' to 0". Then
x*(0') < x*(O", S') < x*(O", S") < x*(O") for any S" ___S'. In particular, suppose
the managers directing the different activities and functions in a firm each select
their decision variables to maximize overall profits as a function of the environmental parameters. If they are not able to coordinate their choices, but rather
each acts on the assumption that the others' choice variables are fixed at their
current levels, then they will systematically under-respond to environmental
changes.
This under-responsiveness includes the possibility that decentralized decision
making fails to respond at all to the existence of higher c o m m o n payoffs than are
currently being realized. Such coordination failures inherently involve an element of supermodularity. Suppose that the current choices are x' = (x'~. . . . . x',)
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yielding a payoff off(x'). Suppose that f(xl, x'_ i) <-f(x') for any i = 1..... n and
for any xl, but that there exists x" > x' such thatf(x") > f(x'). (The assumption
that x" > x' is without loss of generality, because we are free to reorder the
components of x to make the inequality hold.) Then there is a supermodular
function on the n-dimensional interval [x', x"] = {xlx'i < xi < x~} that coincides w i t h f o n the relevant domain, {x', x", .tx~,
. . . .x_
. . ;)~= 1~.6 In the 2 x 2 case, this
domain is itself a sublattice of •2 a n d f i s supermodular on this sublattice.
The next set of results concern the Nash equilibria of games with strategic
complementarities. These are finite- or infinite-strategy games in which the
strategy sets are compact sublattices and each player's payoff function is supermodular in the player's own strategy choice, and in which the player's marginal
returns are nondecreasing functions of the competitors' strategy choices. 7 Such
games have strategic complementarities in the terminology of Bulow,
Geanakoplos, and Klemperer (1985): Best response functions are upward-sloping. In such games, there exist largest and smallest pure strategy Nash equilibria.
Moreover, these coincide with the largest and smallest serially undominated
strategy profiles, 8 the interval of strategy profiles between them contains all the
strategies played in any common noncooperative solution concept, and every
adaptive learning algorithm leads eventually to the exclusive play of strategies in
that interval. Moreover, if the player's payoff functions are supermodular in
their choice variables and a parameter, then the largest and smallest equilibrium
profiles are nondecreasing vector functions of the parameter.
Tenth, returns to scale is a source of strategic complementarity in games.
Diamond's (1982) macroeconomic search model and the network externality
models of Farrell and Saloner (1986) and Katz and Shapiro (1986) provide good
illustrations. In these models, the payoff of an individual player j has the
form f(Y~ixl) - C(xj) where f is convex or x j f ( ~ i ~ jxi) - C(xj) where f is increasing. These conditions are usually interpreted as reflecting returns to scale
in matching processes, telephone systems, shared technologies, and the like.
The key implication is that the mixed partial derivative of the player j's
payoff function with respect to xj and any other xi is positive. Moreover,
complementarity - rather than general returns to scale - provides a better
descriptive account in such applications. For example, the gains to personal

6The relevant supermodular function is given by g(y) = f ( x ' ) + Y~7=l[f(yi,x'~ l) - f ( x ' ) ] except
that g(x") =f(x").
VMore generally, all the conclusions of the theory still apply when this nondecreasing marginal
returns condition is replaced by the following weaker condition: an increase in a players strategy
choice that is (weakly) profitable for that player given one specification of the other players'
strategies is (weakly) profitable for any higher selection of the others' strategies.
SSerially undominated strategies are strategies that survive a process of iterated elimination of pure
strategies that are strictly dominated by some other pure strategy.
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computer users from focusing on just one or two standards is that it eases the
development of complementary products including both software (operating
systems, applications software) and hardware (fax boards, monitors, storage
devices).
The eleventh point treats the problem of decentralized decision making by an
n-member team with a supermodular objective function fdefined on a product
set A~ × ... x A,. Let the team's initial behavior be described by the point
Y -= (Yl . . . . . y,) from which no unilateral change by any single team member can
increase the team's payoff. This is equivalent to saying that y is a Nash
equilibrium of the n-player supermodular game in which each player's payoff
function is given by f. In our third and sixth results, we identified reasons why
the team might choose to restrict its search for a better point to one single
(translated) orthant such as {xlx >_y}. Suppose that it does so, effectively
coordinates its search, and successfully locates a point x* that maximizesfover
that set. Then the result is that x* is another Nash equilibrium. 9 Moreover, if the
team members are initially instructed to play some specific point in the orthant
{x Ix > y} and then are freed to pursue adaptive learning strategies in which
they optimize their action choices given beliefs that are consistent with the
others' past choices, their behavior will remain forever trapped in that orthant.
(The same conclusions apply when the search is over the set {x Ix _< y}.) The
significance of the first of these results is that no further improvement from the
new strategy x* is possible without further coordination among the team
members, even when team members are free to search individually for improvements that violate the constraint x >_ y. The second result reinforces this message, holding that even if the coordinated move does not take the team members
initially to a Nash equilibrium, individual adaptive learning strategies in the
class most often considered cannot do better than to find that equilibrium.
Finally, introducing additional 'positive feedbacks' at any point inside the
equilibrium interval of a supermodular game tends to increase the distance
between the extremal equilibria and, in particular, to make the existence of
multiple equilibria more likely. Formally, we start with an N-player supermodular game in which player i's payoff function is denoted by .f~. Let
XL and Xs denote the largest and smallest equilibria of the game and let
x ~ [Xs, XL]. Suppose gl ..... gN are functions with the properties that the game

~ProoJ! Let B be the best response map for the game under consideration and let Bylxl identify the
maximum best response to any x over the set {zJz >_ y}. Since y is a Nash equilibrium, B(y) = y.
Since x* is the optimum over the set {z J z _> y}, x* = Br(x*). Finally, since the best response map of
a supermodular game is nondecreasing and since x* > y, B(x*) >_ B(y) = y. Hence, the constraint
that x _> y is not binding, so B(x*) = By(x*) = x*. Notice that this argument does not require that
each team member control just one decision variable, so the same conclusion applies without that
restriction.
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with payoffs f,. + gi is still supermodular and that, for all i, gi(Yi, y - i ) is increasing in its first argument on the range y > x and decreasing in its first argument
on the range y < x. Let £r and ~s be the largest and smallest equilibria of the
game with payoff functions f + g. Then ~L > XL and £s < Xs.1°

3. Complementarities, strategy, and structure
Together, these results suggest a basis for thinking about coherence and fit
a m o n g elements of strategy, structure, and process. They help us model how the
elements of optimal firm strategy and structure are linked to one another and,
using the comparative statics results, how they would change in a coherent
fashion in a changing environment. We will provide examples of this in the next
section. As well, they suggest how the strategy and structure of a boundedly
rational firm might evolve over time with the adoption of new features that are
complementary with existing practices and polices. This will be seen again in our
analysis of Lincoln Electric.
These results also provide a basis for understanding why decentralized outcomes can be stable even if they are not optimal and despite experimentation by
agents. To see this, consider again the 2 x 2 example from Table 1 in the
preceding section and suppose different managers control x and y, but that both
seek to maximize total profits as given by the entries in Table 1. Suppose
0 increases from some value 0' < 1 to a value 0" > 1. Initially, the choices are
('low', 'low'); the new optimum is ('high', 'high'). Yet no amount of individual,
uncoordinated search will find an improvement, and the system can get stuck at
the suboptimal original position. This example also illustrates how strong
complementarities make it more likely that (i) individual adaptations will fail to
converge upon optimal results, (ii) the distance from the team's equilibrium to its
optimum can be large, and (iii) central strategic direction will be valuable. Note
that the results on the efficacy of limited search mean that those providing the
strategic direction need not have detailed knowledge of the payoff function in
order to be able to help the individual units coordinate on an effective improvement: They literally need only identify the relevant complementarity structure in
order to recommend a fruitful 'direction' for coordinated search.
Read more liberally, the results also suggest a reason why change in a system
marked by strong and widespread complementarities may be difficult and why

1°Proof: First, apply the theorem about the monotonicity of the greatest Nash equilibrium in
a parameter to an artificial game where the strategy spaces are restricted to include only strategies
greater than x. Then, by the argument of the preceding footnote, this Nash equilibrium is also the
greatest equilibrium of the original (unrestricted) game. This proves that ~L > XL. A similar
argument applies to the lowest equilibrium.
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centrally directed change may be important for altering systems. Changing only
a few of the system elements at a time to their optimal values may not come at all
close to achieving all the benefits that are available through a fully coordinated
move, and may even have negative payoffs. Of course, if those making the
choices fail to recognize all the dimensions across which the complementarities
operate, then they may fail to make the full range of necessary adaptations, with
unfortunate results. At the same time, coordinating the general direction of
a move may substantially ease the coordination problem while still retaining
most of the potential benefits of change. Moreover, the systematic errors
associated with centrally directed change are less costly than similarly large but
uncoordinated errors of independently operating units.

4. Modern manufacturing vs. mass production

The first part of the twentieth century saw a paradigm shift in manufacturing
as mass production replaced craft methods (Hounshell, 1984; Womack, Jones,
and Roos, 1990). The mass production model spread from the U.S. automobile
industry to become the dominant approach world-wide to manufacturing organization, bringing with it remarkable gains in production and wealth. The
basic logic rested on interchangeable parts, the transfer line and economies of
scale. As the model was refined and perfected, it also came to encompass
characteristic features involving firms' product development, manufacturing
and marketing strategies, their human resource practices, their internal information, control and decision systems, their relations with customers and suppliers,
and their extent of vertical integration (see Table 2).
The last decades of the century are witnessing another such fundamental
redefinition of the basic patterns of strategy, organization, and management in
manufacturing firms. The changes began in the Japanese automobile industry in
the 1950s, but they have now spread internationally and to other industries. In
the new pattern that is emerging, the fundamental logic involves flexibility,
speed, economies of scope, and exploitation of core competencies. In Milgrom
and Roberts (1990) we called this new pattern 'modern manufacturing';
Womack, Jones, and Roos labelled it 'lean manufacturing'. As with mass
production, the new pattern involves distinctive approaches to a whole range of
policies and structures (see Table 3).
In our 1988 and 1990 papers we offered models involving some of the
dimensions on which the two patterns differ. In each paper we asked why the
features of the new pattern tended to be associated with one another and why it
might be that they were being adopted now. In both papers, the modelled
features are mutually complementary, fitting together and supporting one
another, and the move towards adopting them is a profit-maximizing response
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Table 2
Characteristic features of mass production
Lo#ic: The transfer line, interchangeable parts, and economies of scale

Specialized machinery
Long production runs
Infrequent product changes
Mass marketing
Low worker skill requirements
Specialized skill jobs
Central expertise and coordination
Hierarchic planning and control
Vertical internal communication
Sequential product development
Static optimization
Accent on volume
High inventories
Supply management
Make to stock, Limited communication
Market dealings: Employees and suppliers
Vertical integration

Table 3
Characteristic features of modern manufacturing
Logic: Flexibility, speed, economies of scope, and core competeneies

Flexible machines, Low set-up costs
Short production runs
Frequent product improvements
Targeted markets
Highly skilled, cross-trained workers
Worker initiative
Local information and self-regulation
Horizontal communication
Cross-functional development teams
Continuous improvement
Accent on cost and quality
Low inventories
Demand management
Make to order, Extensive communications
Long-term, trust-based relationships
Reliance on outside suppliers

to falling costs of flexible machines, d a t a c o m m u n i c a t i o n s , a n d c o m p u t a t i o n a n d
to changes in d e m a n d that favor b r o a d e r p r o d u c t lines or m o r e frequent p r o d u c t
i m p r o v e m e n t s . (Such changes are plausibly associated with increasing i n c o m e
levels.) The models thus offered a possible e x p l a n a t i o n for the frequency with
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which they are seen together in successful manufacturing organizations and for
the timing of their adoption.
Before we look at such models in more detail, an extremely simple version of
the basic argument, restricted to just two of the relevant variables, provides
a useful introduction. Focus 6n just two of the many decisions that must be
made in developing a manufacturing strategy: the flexibility of the production
equipment (as measured by the costs of changeovers) and the breadth of the
product line. Increased flexibility makes increasing the breadth of the product
line more attractive, because making more frequent changeovers and producing
in smaller lot sizes allows the improved match with customer preferences to be
achieved without having to incur high inventory costs. Simultaneously,
a broadened product line increases the value of increased flexibility in the
manufacturing process, because the lost economies of scale in inventory that
accompany narrower markets for each product mean that it is advantageous to
cut production runs and do more frequent changeovers. Manufacturing flexibility and product line breadth are complementary: Increasing either one makes
increasing the other more attractive.
Thus, high levels of flexibility ought to be associated with broad product lines,
and inflexible production technologies with limited product variety. Both constitute coherent patterns, and either can be successful and, indeed, optimal in the
appropriate environment. Henry Ford's transfer line produced anything the
customer wanted, as long as it was a black Model T. The entire factory had to be
rebuilt when the product design was finally changed. The narrow product line
and highly inflexible manufacturing fit one another. Moreover, they were
arguably well adapted to the technological and market conditions of the time:
They allowed Ford to dominate the market. At the other extreme, Toyota's
manufacturing and product strategies represent another coherent pattern. On
each of assembly lines, Toyota produces thousands of different variants of
several basic designs, essentially to customers' individual orders, and it can
rapidly switch these lines over to handle new models. Other aspects of the
system are similar: One engine plant produces over three hundred and fifty
variants of engine and transmission combinations on a daily, on-going basis. In
the current environment, Toyota's approach, which is the archetypical example
of lean or modern manufacturing, has been remarkably successful.
Of course, an attempt to achieve the manufacturing economies of the Ford
system by narrowing the product line while using manufacturing equipment
that is geared to flexibility would not work, nor would an attempt to gain the
demand advantages of a broad line while using very inflexible equipment. More
generally, mixing elements of two coherent patterns is unlikely to lead to
another coherent pattern. As well, it is unreasonable to think that a move from
one to the other pattern can be achieved without central coordination. As the
2 × 2 example suggests [and as DeGroote (1988) has shown in a more fully
developed model], if different managers control a firm's two different choice
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variables in this problem, then - even though the managers share the objective
of maximizing aggregate profits - each coherent pattern can represent a Nash
equilibrium from which any unilateral change will strictly reduce profits.
As suggested in Tables 2 and 3, the actual range of variables involved in the
shift from mass production to modern manufacturing is very large. However, so
long as the problem exhibits the sorts of complementarities and nonconvexities
that mark the 2 x 2 example, the point remains that changing only some of these
from their mass production levels to those associated with lean production
cannot generally be expected to yield an improvement, even if a full-scale move
would be beneficial. This may account for some of the notable failures that have
occurred in manufacturing firms that have attempted to adopt the new ways.
For example, General Motors, once the most successful of mass producers,
spent some $80 billion during the 1980s on robotics and other capital equipment
normally associated with the new methods. It did not, however, make any
serious adjustments in its human resource policies, its decision systems, its
product development processes, or even in its basic manufacturing procedures.
Either it failed to see the importance of making these complementary changes or
else, for whatever reason, it was unable to make the changes that were required
on these dimensions. The result was that those billions of dollars were largely
wasted: GM in the early 1990s had assembly lines that should have been the
most flexible in the world but that produced only a single model, while the
corporation as a whole lost money at unprecedented rates.
A number of empirical studies and managerial articles have examined complementarities among various of the different aspects of manufacturing strategy
and organization. Among the first was Jaikumar (1986, 1989), who noted
a complementarity between the use of flexible machine tools and the breadth of
the range of products being made, the length of production runs, and the level of
work-in-process inventory. Interestingly, the Japanese firms he studied had
realized this complementarity and had adapted their methods to take advantage
of it, while the US firms in his sample on average had not done so. Instead, they
were tending to use flexible equipment to mass-produce large volumes of a few
items. See also Hayes and Jaikumar (1988), which accentuates the need for
adopting a variety of organizational changes if the full benefits of flexible
equipment are to be realized. Nemetz and Fry (1988), while not presenting any
data, do draw a number of conclusions from other studies which support the
complementarity of the elements in the modern manufacturing pattern. Brown,
Reich, and Stern (1993), working from case studies, examine complementarities among different aspects of human resource policies. Helper and Levine
(1994) and Kelley, Harrison, and McGrath (1994) examine the empirical evidence for interaction among internal, human resource practices and the nature
of relations with suppliers. Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1993) find evidence
in firm-level data for complementarities among aspects of investment in
information technologies. MacDuffie and Krafcik (1992) find evidence for
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complementarities between aspects of human resource and manufacturing organization polices in affecting productivity and quality in automobile assembly.
lchniowski, Shaw, and Prennushi (1993) give evidence based on data from the
US steel industry that a large number of human resource practices are complementary in affecting productivity. McMillan (1994) surveys research on changing supplier relations and finds support for existence of complementarities there.
Finally, Parthasarthy and Sethi (1993) explicitly test for and find evidence of
bilateral complementarities between flexible automation and a host of strategic
and organizational variables in a multinational sample encompassing several
different manufacturing industries.
Together these papers make a good case for the argument that the new
pattern in manufacturing does reflect the existence of widespread complementarities. One task for theory is to capture some of these in formal models
and to explicate their implications for strategy and structure.
Our 1988 paper attempted to do this, focusing on four of the elements of the
system: the breadth of the product line, the extent of communication with
customers, levels of finished goods inventories, and the choice of make-to-stock
versus make-to-order. We found that make-to-stock and make-to-order were
substitutes, and that (because of economies of scale in operating inventory
systems) the firm's profit was a strictly convex function of the fraction of
customers served on a make-to-order basis. Thus, profit-maximizing firms
would tend to specialize, either making to stock or making to order for all
customers. Meanwhile, high inventory levels are naturally complementary with
producing to stock, while producing to order naturally involves higher levels of
early communication with customers in order to plan production. Further, the
breadth of the product line and the adoption of the make-to-order regime are
complementary because of the economies of scale in inventory systems, which
are foregone when the market demand is segmented more finely. Factors that
increase the attractiveness of a broader product line (such as shifting tastes or
a reduction in the cost of more flexible manufacturing equipment) or that reduce
the costs of communication (such as improved telecommunications) tend to
favor a shift to the make-to-order regime, lower inventories, and more communication with customers.
Our 1990 paper accentuated the choice of technology, capital investments,
and operating systems. The choice variables were price, the production technology as represented by the marginal production cost, the number or frequency of
product improvements, the design technology as represented by the marginal
design cost of more product varieties, the order processing and delivery times,
the number of set-ups per period, the costs ef set-ups on new and existing
products, and the probability of producing a defective batch requiring rework.
In the model in that paper, there were complementarities among these variables
that meant that technological changes that eased communication and computation and that lowered the costs of flexible machinery favored a systemic
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shift in all the variables. This shift involved lower prices, 11 more frequent
product improvements, quicker order processing and delivery, more frequent
set-ups, a lower chance of stock-outs, a lessened probability of defects, investments th,~ reduce variable production costs and the cost of product redesigns,
and the ~tdoption of more flexible manufacturing methods with lower costs of
shifting p r o d ~ t i o n among existing products and to newly redesigned ones. An
extension of the model added reduced vertical integration to the pattern of
changes. ~2
Together these models captured many of the aspects of the paradigm shift, but
they did not address explicitly a range of human resource management policies
that have also been identified as important aspects of the system (see the
managerial and empirical work cited earlier). We here offer a model that focuses
on some of these. A key element of the model will be the frequencies of product
and process innovation. In the spirit of our 1990 paper, we will take falling costs
of flexible manufacturing equipment and of product design as the changes in
exogenous parameters in the model that lead to shifts in the other variables, but
other approaches could have been taken.
The model will involve a dozen choice variables, which is an unusually large
number for theoretical economics. Nevertheless, in some respects, the model is
still too simple, and the analysis is insufficiently nuanced to be thoroughly
satisfying as a treatment of the phenomena in question. Recognizing this, we
offer the model as a first-pass attempt to capture some of the effects that have
been noted in the managerial and empirical literatures. It also serves to illustrate
how the methods surveyed earlier can be used to construct models with the
desired comparative statics properties.
Consider a firm whose operating profits depend on its quantity, q, the
frequency of new product introductions or product innovations, r, and the
frequency or number of process improvements, i: 7r = 7r(q, r, i). We want a model
in which a parameter shift increases r and i, and it is convenient to have
q increasing too. This leads us to assume that zt is supermodular in these three
variables. The content of this is that M R minus M C is increasing in each o f r and
i, while increasing the rate of product innovations increases the attractiveness of
increasing the rate of process improvements.
A finer, but perhaps too simple, modelling might specify 7r as
7r = q P ( q , r ) -

C(q,i),

11The assumptions on demand originally presented in our 1990 paper actually need to be
strengthened to obtain price as one of the elements of the system of complements. See Bushnell and
Shepard (1994) and Topkis (1994) for alternative strengthenings.
12This analysis made extensive use of the sign-reversal technique, thus permitting the conclusion
that some variables fall as others rise.
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in which case the assumption that ~ is supermodular requires only that marginal
revenue is increased by product improvements while marginal cost is reduced by
process innovations. However, while it seems quite reasonable that revenues
should be unaffected by process innovation, it is also plausible that variable
costs might depend on r, so direct costs would be C(q, r, i). If marginal costs are
reduced by increases in r, reflecting product redesigns that not only are attractive to customers but also are cheaper at the margin to build, then for supermodularity of rt the only additional assumption we need is that more frequent
process innovations are more valuable the more often the product is being
changed. This too seems quite natural. In the differentiable case, this assumption
is C,i < 0. If more frequent changes in the product tend to raise the marginal
costs, however, perhaps because of lack of familiarity with the best way to build
the new models, then supermodularity of 7t also requires that increasing r raises
marginal revenue by more than it raises marginal cost. 13
Undertaking product innovations involves costs, denoted R, for design and
for any adjustments to the production system that are needed to produce the
new model. We take R to depend on r and on three other variables, e, t, and m:
R = R(r, e, t, m). These new variables are, respectively, the efficiency of the design
process, the level of training of the workforce, and the flexibility of the manufacturing equipment. Our assumption is that ( - R) is supermodular. This means
first that increasing e, t, or m reduces the additional costs incurred in increasing
the frequency of product innovation. This set of assumptions is almost definitional. The supermodularity assumption also requires that having better trained
workers or a more flexible production system does not decrease the benefits of
having a more efficient design process. Finally, it requires that having a more
highly trained workforce does not reduce the benefit of having more flexible
equipment in terms of carrying out product innovations. This latter assumption
is perhaps somewhat problematic, because it might well be the case that
flexibility of human and physical capital are substitutes. On this issue in the
Japanese context, see Koike (1994).
The costs of achieving a particular level of design efficiency e are E(e, e,), where
e. is a parameter. We assume that increases in ~ reduce the costs of increasing e,
so that ( - E) is supermodular. With this, we might think of e. as representing the
cost of computer-aided design (CAD) equipment. We might also interpret it as
the development of cross-functional teams in product design. Similarly, the cost
of achieving a given level of flexibility in the production system is M(rn, I~), where
increases in the parameter/~ reduce the incremental costs incurred in increasing
m so that ( - M) is supermodular. Thus, increases in /~ might represent the
falling costs of computer-numeric controlled machinery and sophisticated
robotics.

13See Athey and Schmutzler(1994) for a much richer analysis of some of these issues.
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The costs of process innovations depend on their frequency, i, and on
a number of human resource and organizational design variables. Besides the
level of training, t, these include the extent to which workers are given autonomy
(denoted a) and are able to take actions on their own in light of their detailed
knowledge of the production process; the extent of cross-training, denoted s,
which helps workers better understand the production process and so facilitates
their identifying potential process improvements; and the extent of horizontal
communication, h, increases in which help ensure that process changes made at
one point do not increase the workload of others. We denote the costs of process
innovations by l ( i , t, a, s, h), and assume that ( - I) is supermodular. This means
that increases in any of the other variables lower the costs of doing more process
innovations, and that having more of any one of these does not lessen the
benefits to having more of the others. For example, it requires that the benefits
in lowering the cost of process improvements of having higher levels of worker
autonomy are not reduced by also having more communication among workers
or by their being better trained. 1~
We take the cost T of training to depend on its level, t, and on the ability level
of the workers, b, with the assumption that higher ability levels make it cheaper
to provide higher levels of training: ( - T) is supermodular. We let B i b ) denote
the costs of obtaining a workforce of (average) ability b. These costs might be
both the costs of more careful screening and any higher wage that is needed to
attract such people. The costs of worker autonomy are A(a); these might reflect
moral hazard or the failure to adapt adequately to information that is available
directly only to those at higher levels in the firm (Aoki, 1986). The costs of
cross-training s are S ( s , g , w ) , where g indicates the use of worker groups or
teams, organized at a cost G ( g ) , and w is the use of pay-for-skills programs in
which workers are compensated not for the job to which they are assigned but
for the set of skills they have acquired. We assume that increasing g or w does
not increase the cost of additional cross-training and that increases in the use of
teams do not make pay-for-skills less attractive. Thus, ( - S) is supermodular. If
there is any extra cost to using pay-for-skills, it is denoted W (w), and if increased
horizontal communication is costly, this cost is denoted H ( h ) .
Our model of the firm's profits is thus
Fl(q,r,i,e, t,m,a,s,h,b,g,w;

e, l~) = 7r(q,r, i) - R ( r , e , t , m ) - E ( e , e ) - M ( m , l ~ )
- l(i,t,a,s,h)

-

T(t,b) - B(b) - A(a)

-- S ( s , g , w ) -

G(g) -

W(w) - H(h).

14See Athey, Gans, Schaefer, and Stern (1994) for a richer model of the allocation of decision
authority to workers and of some of the complementarydecisions that go with this.
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Assuming that the feasible values for choice variables lie in a sublattice in R 12,
then under the assumptions we have made, the objective function is supermodular. (Notice that this does not require divisibility of any of the variables, and we
need make no restrictions of concavity of the functions or even on the signs of
first derivatives?) Consequently, a fall in the costs of flexible manufacturing
equipment (~ rises) or of computer-aided design equipment (e rises) will lead to
a systematic response:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increased output,
more frequent product innovatons,
more frequent process improvements,
higher levels of training,
investment in more efficient product design procedures (CAD or cross-functional teams),
investment in more flexible manufacturing equipment,
greater autonomy for workers and better use of local information,
more cross-training, use of teams and pay-for-skills,
increased screening to identify more able prospective employees,
increased horizontal communication.

This list captures a wide variety of the features of the new paradigm. What is
perhaps most striking, however, is how simple it is to identify the assumptions
needed to generate these results. The theory (particularly result # 4) establishes
the complementarity assumptions that are sufficient to imply the stated conclusions. Further, it establishes that these assumptions are in a certain sense the
weakest ones that imply a robust comparative statics conclusion, that is, a conclusion that is quite independent of the specification of such functions as A, B, G,
H, and W. This is one of the benefits thinking in terms of supermodularity. With
this mode of analysis, attention is focussed squarely on the economic structure
of the problem as represented by the complementarity assumptions, rather than
on the technical issues of specifying tractable functional forms, ensuring the
existence of interior optima, managing the case of multiple optima, characterizing the optimum by first-order conditions, and so on.

5. The Lincoln Electric Company
The methods of supermodular optimization and games are clearly useful for
proving theorems about formal models, but they are also valuable in giving
structure to informal analyses. The key is to use the notion of complementarity
carefully, identifying two policies or inputs or activities as complementary
precisely when doing (more of) one raises the return to doing (more of) the
other. Once the reasonableness of the complementarity hypothesis is verified,
one hardly needs to write down a fully specified mathematical model. As we
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have seen, certain kinds of conclusions follow directly from the complementary
structure, without further technical assumptions.
To illustrate how such an informal analysis in conducted, consider the case of
the Lincoln Electric Company. This is the most widely used business school
teaching case: 15 for over 20 years it has been a staple of MBA classes, and
thousands of prospective managers have attempted to understand the remarkable set of policies and procedures that Lincoln Electric employs. Taking
a perspective based in the theory of supermodularity and complementarities
gives a comprehensive and effective understanding.
Lincoln Electric is a highly successful manufacturer of arc welding equipment
based in Cleveland, Ohio. Founded in 1895, it was profitable in every quarter
from 1934 up through the beginning of the 1990s; it has never had a layoff; its
productivity is far above the average in comparable manufacturing firms; its
employees' average hourly earnings including bonuses are roughly double those
of nearby manufacturing firms; it draws dozens of applicants for every job
opening and suffers turnover of only about 0.5 % per year (compared to 4%-5 %
in other electrical machinery manufacturers); and such giants as General Electric dropped out of the welding equipment business rather than continue to
compete with Lincoln and its strategy of constantly lowering prices (and costs)
in real terms while still providing superior service.
The firm is famous for its incentive systems that are the focus of the case and
that center on widespread use of piece rates. However, the case description
reveals a number of other distinctive features to the firm (see Table 4). A complementarity analysis helps us understand these and the relations among them.
The most prominent feature of Lincoln's particular practices is the extreme
reliance on piece rates. Production workers are all paid on this basis, even
typists were once paid by the keystroke, and (until safety problems arose) the
crane operators were paid by the number of loads moved. These rates are set on
the basis of time-and-motion studies. A standard output rate is established on
the basis of the engineering analysis and from it the piece rate is determined so
that a worker who produced at the standard would earn a competitive wage.
The worker's actual pay is then the number of units produced times the piece
rate (plus any bonus - see below). The firm's policy is to revise the standards
only when new machinery or methods are introduced. Workers, are, however,
always free to challenge the standards and to have new studies made, at which
time the rate may be adjusted up or down.
Given that piece rates have been gradually fading from use elsewhere in
American industry, the use of piece rates for manufacturing workers is of some

15HBS case # 376-028, available from Harvard Business School, Boston, MA 02163.
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Table 4
Distinctive features:The Lincoln ElectricCompany
Piece rates
Internal ownership
Worker-management communication mechanisms
Permanent employment
Bonuses as residual
Dividend payout target
High earnings, excessdemand for jobs
Make, not buy
Promotion from within
Flexible work rules
Extensive (firm-specific)training
Old plant and equipment
High inventories
Occasional problems meeting demand
Strategy of being the low-cost producer

interest, and indeed, it has captured the bulk of the attention of many who have
studied Lincoln (see, e.g., Wiley, 1990). However, other features that distinguish
Lincoln from standard practice in manufacturing are also striking. The firm is
largely owned by its employees and managers, and the company has long had
both an open door policy for its top executives and institutionalized channels for
direct communication between the two groups. There appears to be a target for
dividends, with exceptionally high (respectively, substandard) returns accruing
to (respectively, decreasing) employee bonuses. These bonuses are a very important part of employees' pay, normally equalling their direct compensation from
piece-rate work on average. The individual bonuses are based on supervisors'
evaluations on such factors as quality, cooperation, and ideas. There is also
a permanent employment policy, with no history of layoffs even in severe
recessions: Workers are guaranteed that they will be allowed to work (and earn
the piece rates on what they produce or else a competitive wage if they are
assigned to other tasks) at least 30 hours per week. At the same time, work rules
are quite flexible by traditional U.S. manufacturing standards. Promotion from
within, rather than external recruitment, is used whenever possible, and the firm
also tends to make inputs internally rather than buying from the outside. The
firm provides quite extensive training designed to produce firm-specific human
capital: For example, salespeople learn how to make and use Lincoln's welding
equipment. Even in the early 1970s, Lincoln was using cross-functional teams
for product development while other American manufacturers still used sequential processes. It has relatively old plant and equipment and tends to have high
inventories of both work-in-process and final goods. Finally, Lincoln sometimes
has problems meeting demand: The case indicates that the only time
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Lincoln loses a customer is when it cannot supply the customer in a timely
manner.
Each of these features can be seen as part of a coherent pattern in which the
pieces fit together in a complementary fashion, making the other pieces more
valuable. It is simplest to see this by focusing on the complementarities between
piece rates and each of the other features, picking up the complementarities
between pairs of these other features in passing.
As is widely understood, paying piece rates encourages output-directed effort.
The high employee earnings suggest both that the piece rates encourage them to
work at more than the standard rate and that there is probably a selection effect
as well, with highly motivated, able workers being differentially attracted to the
firm. However, piece rates also give incentives to skimp on quality if quality is
not easily monitored and if maintaining quality competes with generating
volume. The bonus system helps counter this. In fact, each unit is stencilled with
the initials of the people who worked on it, and if it fails after delivery because of
a flaw in production, the responsible worker loses as much as 10% of his annual
bonus. The bonus for cooperation also helps overcome the tendency for workers
to resist helping one another or taking on temporary special tasks that need
doing but cannot be paid on a piece rate (both of which would take away from
the time when they could be producing and earning money). Thus the bonus and
the piece-rate pay scheme are complementary: Using either one makes it more
attractive to use the other.
Obviously, if piece rates are effective, different workers will work at different
rates, making it necessary to shift workers around to balance the production
line. This makes flexible work rules especially valuable and creates a need
for work-in-process (WlP) inventories to allow individual workers to continue
their production even when there is a temporary slowdown in the preceding
or following production step. Thus, Lincoln's exceptionally high WIP inventory levels and flexible work rules are complementary with its piece-rate pay
system.
A traditional problem with piece rates is the workers' fear that once they
respond to the rates by working hard and thus reveal just how productive they
can be, management will raise the output standard and/or lower the piece rate,
thereby appropriating quasirents being received by the workers. 16 A host of
Lincoln's features are responsive to this. First, roughly 80% of Lincoln's shares
are owned by managers and workers, originally through direct stock holdings
and, more recently, through an ESOP. This reduces the pressure for lowering
piece rates compared to ownership by outside claimants. Moreover, although
the employees do not own all the stock, they are essentially residual claimants
through the dividend and bonus policies. This has a similar effect. The no-layoff

16Lazear(1986) has accentuatedthe importanceof quasirents in this context.
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policy supports the worker ownership policy, and, indirectly, piece rates:
without it, management or other stockholders could jettison workers, forcing
them sell their shares, and thereby gain control. Going the other way, having the
workers in control makes the permanent employment promise more credible
than it would be if the firm were controlled by outside investors.
The practice of changing rates only when there is a change in technology and
methods is clearly aimed at overcoming the workers' fear of management's
opportunistically lowering rates, and the communication system further helps
develop the trust needed to make the system work. (It also supports the
worker-ownership arrangement.) Still, any change in the rates will be an occasion for potential dispute, and especially so during a period of rapid learning-by-doing following a change in equipment. This may discourage making
changes in capital as often as would otherwise be done and so may help explain
the very low value of plant and equipment on Lincoln's balance sheet. (In the
Harvard case, the total value of land, plant, and equipment is less than the value
of inventory.)
Permanent employment makes it costly to respond to (possibly temporaryl
demand increases by adding employees. This accounts for the occasional delivery problems: despite the flexible work rules, Lincoln cannot easily expand
production to meet peak demands. At the same time, with guaranteed work
there will be some tendency for product to pile up when demand is slack, thus
generating high finished-goods inventories in such times. Of course, the reluctance to add workers in the face of temporary demand surges and the need to
keep workers occupied during downturns that a permanent employment policy
engender increase the value of flexible rules.
The 'make, not buy' policy and the policy of internal promotion may both
support other elements of the firm's approach. For example, if the firm uses
former production workers in normal times to make inputs that can also be
purchased externally, then in peak periods it can move these employees back to
making welding equipment and purchase externally. This would give further
flexibility that is complementary with the permanent employment policy. The
evidence in the case on such matters is, however, not clear.
Together these various policies generate strong incentives for high and growing productivity and the means to achieve it. This is key to the success of
Lincoln's chosen competitive strategy of being the low-cost producer. They also
ensure that the staff is knowledgeable and that quality is maintained, and these
support the provision of superior service.
An important puzzle is why Lincoln's successes have not been copied. What
Lincoln does is no secret: the case is familiar to tens of thousands of MBAs:
a constant stream of business and union leaders visit Lincoln every year to
examine its pay practices; and the firm distributes a videotape about its incentive
programs. Lincoln has even been featured on CBS Television's 'Sixty Minutes'.
A common answer is that piece rates are unsuitable in situations where the work
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cannot be efficiently designed to be individually paced (for example, an assembly
line) and to permit individual output to be readily identified (for example, team
production or long lags between effort being exerted and performance being
measured). Yet there are presumably many situations where piece rates are
entirely feasible, and+yet the documented trend is to move away from individual
piece rates. Another potential explanation is that piece rates discourage cooperation and team work. Yet Lincoln's bonus system has apparently overcome
this problem. Organized labor's traditional opposition to piece rates could also
be a possible reason why Lincoln has not been copied, but this cannot easily
explain the failure of nonunion firms to copy successfully. In any case, the high
earnings achieved by Lincoln's employees and the manifest desirability of
employment there ought to calm union concerns.
An alternative answer lies in a story of competition in the labor market.
Matutes, Regibeau, and Rockett (1994) have argued that one firm's paying piece
rates while competitors pay wages constitutes an equilibrium in a game of labor
market competition for workers of differing abilities, and Lazear (1986) made
the same point in a less formal, perfectly competitive model. In equilibrium the
piece-rate firm attracts the most able and energetic workers, and their earnings
are higher than those employed in the wage-paying firms. The firm paying piece
rates is also more profitable, yet (because the situation is an equilibrium) none of
its competitors can profitably copy its pay policy. This model accounts for some
of the observed features of the Lincoln situation, but it does not seem to be quite
adequate. In particular, it predicts that we ought to see similar patterns in other
labor markets, and yet it does not seem that we actually do.
The complementarity perspective suggests a quite different answer. Other
explanations focus on piece rates almost exclusively. Our discussion suggests
that Lincoln's piece rates are a part of a system of mutually enhancing elements,
and that one cannot simply pick out a single element, graft it onto a different
system without the complementary features, and expect positive results. Analyses of Lincoln that focus on the piece rates and fail to appreciate that their
value is dependent on their being supported by the bonus scheme, the ownership
structure, the inventory policy, and so on, cannot explain the failures of other
companies to mimic Lincoln's system successfully.
Further, even if those who might have copied Lincoln fully understood the
significance of the complementarities, many of the elements are difficult to copy.
It is easy to announce that the firm will pay piece rates. It is much harder to
develop credibility for a no-layoff policy or the worker trust that Lincoln enjoys
and has earned over the last sixty years, and harder still to do that while
changing over the workforce from one that was self-selected to fit well in a more
standard industrial environment to one that will thrive in the Lincoln system.
This latter interpretation is supported by Lincoln's own recent experience.
Beginning in 1987, Lincoln expanded its overseas operations very rapidly: In
1987 it had two US plants and three abroad; by 1992 it had 23 plants in 15
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countries. Many of these were obtained through acquisitions of existing operations. Lincoln's management's plan was to institute the full Lincoln system in
each of these. But as Lincoln Chairman and CEO Donald Hastings acknowledged, the company had 'miscalculated the time it would take. The tenacity of
foreign cultures to hang on to their unprofitable ways is startling to me. They
have no sense of urgency to make profits ... ,tv In fact, in both 1990 and 1992,
Lincoln overall lost money. Although its domestic operations remained profitable and some of the green-field sites overseas were successful, the losses in the
acquired operations were more than enough to offset. Strikingly, Lincoln
borrowed money to permit it to pay bonuses in its successful operations.

6. Conclusion

The formal notion of complementarities and the corresponding mathematics
does seem to provide a promising way to give precision and analytical usefulness
to the intuitive and often vague notions of 'fit' and 'synergies' among the
elements of an organization's strategy and structure. An additional attraction
of the mathematical approach described here is that it derives conclusions
from complementarity assumptions alone, without any appeal to the kinds of
assumptions that tend to proliferate in the alternative approaches. For complementarity analyses, one has no need for particular functional forms or for
convexity, smoothness, or divisibility assumptions. At the same time, as the
manufacturing model and the Lincoln case study illustrate, the complementarity
perspective is useful both for proving theorems in formal models and for
structuring less formal analyses.
The complementarity also raises some interesting research problems. One of
these, mentioned earlier, is to estimate empirically the strength of the complementarities: Just how strongly are various elements of the systems linked?
Also, which subcollections of activities can be broken off successfully and
grafted onto another system? A second involves developing the analysis of
overlapping systems of complements. We have noted, for example, that Lincoln
uses product development teams, with members from both design engineering
and manufacturing, and that it provides employment guarantees. These two
characteristics are also common among leading Japanese manufacturing firms.
However, Japanese firms differ enormously from Lincoln in their manufacturing
practices (which emphasize teamwork and very low inventories), their incentive
practices (e.g., paying for skills acquired, rather than output), and so on.

17As quoted by Chilton (1993).
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A critical question for our theory is how the shared characteristics can be
consistent with both systems, when they are so different in other respects. This
presents a puzzle and a challenge for further work.
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